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Complex cognition and behavioural
innovation in New Caledonian crows

Alex H. Taylor*, Douglas Elliffe, Gavin R. Hunt and Russell D. Gray*

Department of Psychology, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142, New Zealand

Apes, corvids and parrots all show high rates of behavioural innovation in the wild. However, it is unclear

whether this innovative behaviour is underpinned by cognition more complex than simple learning mech-

anisms. To investigate this question we presented New Caledonian crows with a novel three-stage

metatool problem. The task involved three distinct stages: (i) obtaining a short stick by pulling up a

string, (ii) using the short stick as a metatool to extract a long stick from a toolbox, and finally (iii)

using the long stick to extract food from a hole. Crows with previous experience of the behaviours in

stages 1–3 linked them into a novel sequence to solve the problem on the first trial. Crows with experi-

ence of only using string and tools to access food also successfully solved the problem. This innovative use

of established behaviours in novel contexts was not based on resurgence, chaining and conditional

reinforcement. Instead, the performance was consistent with the transfer of an abstract, causal rule:

‘out-of-reach objects can be accessed using a tool’. This suggests that high innovation rates in the wild

may reflect complex cognitive abilities that supplement basic learning mechanisms.

Keywords: behavioural innovation; causal reasoning; New Caledonian crows
1. INTRODUCTION
Innovative behaviour is defined as ‘. . .the discovery of

novel information, the creation of new behaviour pat-

terns, or the performance of established behaviour

patterns in a novel context’ (Reader & Laland 2001). It

has been shown that apes, corvids and parrots all innovate

behaviours at higher rates in the wild than other primates

and birds (Lefebvre et al. 1997a; Reader & Laland 2002).

The reason for these higher rates is unclear (Lefebvre &

Sol 2008). One possibility is that these three groups

innovate using basic learning mechanisms just as other

birds and primates do, but have ‘more of the same’.

That is, they can associatively learn rapidly. This allows

them to learn the consequences of chance behavioural

variants quickly, and so have increased rates of behavio-

ural innovation. By contrast, slow associative learners

will have greater difficulty innovating behaviours from

accidental events because these events need to be repeated

many times. An alternative possibility is that apes, corvids

and parrots possess cognitive abilities more complex

than simple learning mechanisms, which allow them to

produce a greater variety of behavioural innovations.

Research on behavioural innovation has traditionally

focused on the creation of novel behavioural patterns.

Such ‘linking’ paradigms test whether an animal, having

learned a number of behaviours in isolation, can then

link them into a novel sequence during problem solving.

This is different from training animals to carry out a

novel ‘chain’ of different behaviours (Skinner 1953),

where the links between behaviours are also trained. Link-

ing paradigms have been solved by both chimpanzees
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(Pan troglodytes) and pigeons (Columba livia; Kohler

1925; Epstein et al. 1984). Both species can push a box

under an out-of-reach reward and then jump on the box

to get the reward. Crucially, spontaneous performances

in both these species only emerge if a subject has pre-

viously learned each of the behaviours required for the

solution (Birch 1945; Epstein et al. 1984). With such

training, pigeons are able to link four behaviours together

spontaneously to obtain a reward: opening a door, push-

ing a box from behind the door to under the reward,

climbing onto the box and pecking at the reward (Epstein

1987). When presented with a problem requiring the use

of a key to open a box to get the key to the next box and so

on, chimpanzees are able to link up to 10 behaviours

(Dohl 1968). Epstein et al. (1984) suggested that the

linking of previously learned behaviours into a novel

sequence was the product of simple, associative learning

mechanisms such as competition between behavioural

repertories, automatic chaining and functional

generalization. He reached this conclusion because the

production of behavioural sequences was dependent

only on sufficient experience with each individual

behaviour. Nevertheless, linking might be dependent on

the ability of an animal to organize learned behaviours

hierarchically into behavioural chains with goals and sub-

goals, although, to date, there is no conclusive evidence

for this (Byrne & Byrne 1993; Byrne & Russon 1998).

Little is currently known about the cognition required

for another type of innovation, the use of established

behaviours in novel contexts. For a context to be different,

the goal that the behaviour is directed towards must be

sufficiently novel to rule out stimulus generalization as

the cognitive mechanism involved in the behavioural

innovation. For example, the use of a foraging behaviour

on an unripe fruit that is slightly different in colour or

shape to those usually eaten can be accounted for by

stimulus generalization (Pavlov 1927; Spence 1937;
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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Shepard 1987) and thus cannot be considered a behav-

ioural innovation. The use of a foraging behaviour,

previously used for obtaining fruit, on a termite mound

cannot be explained by stimulus generalization owing to

the perceptual distinctness of the new goal, and therefore

can be considered a behavioural innovation. Such behav-

ioural innovation requires the flexible integration of the

newly innovated behaviours, i.e. those behaviours that

are being used in a novel context into a novel behavioural

sequence. Therefore, it may also require the ability to

organize behaviour hierarchically (Byrne & Byrne 1993;

Byrne & Russon 1998).

A number of recent studies have shown that corvids

and apes are able to use established behaviours in novel

contexts (Mulcahy et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2007).

Other studies have even suggested that rooks and chim-

panzees are capable of creating entirely novel behaviours

(Weir et al. 2002; Mendes et al. 2007; Bird & Emery

2009), though in some of these studies, aspects of the

novel behaviour could potentially have been derived

from the transfer of tool manufacturing or nest-building

behaviours to a novel context. For example, the ability

of Betty, a New Caledonian crow, to bend a wire (a

novel material) into a hook may have been based on the

transfer of twisting and yanking motor patterns previously

used for removing side branches from twigs. Claims that

such innovative behaviours reflect the use of cognitive

mechanisms other than associative learning are controver-

sial (Emery 2006; Hunt et al. 2006; Clayton 2007; Lind

et al. 2009; Shettleworth 2009). One area of debate sur-

rounds the cognition required to solve metatool tasks.

During a metatool problem, an animal that has previously

only used tools to get food must use a tool in a novel con-

text, to obtain another, functional tool. Although only a

small number of metatool studies have been conducted,

both apes and corvids have performed much better than

monkeys. Metatool problems have been spontaneously

solved on the first trial by 50 per cent of great apes

(Kohler 1925; Mulcahy et al. 2005), 50 per cent of New

Caledonian crows (Taylor et al. 2007; Wimpenny et al.

2009) and 100 per cent of rooks (Bird & Emery 2009),

but only by 13 per cent of capuchins (Cebus apella)

(Parker & Poti 1990; Anderson & Henneman 1994).

The transfer of the abstract, causal rule ‘out-of-reach

objects can be accessed using a tool’, would allow an

animal to solve metatool problems where one tool must

be used to gain access to another tool (Taylor et al.

2007). New Caledonian crows have been shown to use

such rules when solving other physical problems (Taylor

et al. 2009a,b). However, it has also been suggested

that animals can solve metatool problems through

chaining and conditional reinforcement (Clayton 2007;

Wimpenny et al. 2009). A recent study conducted by

Wimpenny et al. (2009) found that after metatool use

had been innovated by a New Caledonian crow, the

bird continued to use a short tool to get the long tool in

the absence of food. This behaviour showed that the

long stick was a desirable object in its own right for the

crow, probably owing to it being associated with food in

the past. Therefore, it is possible that initial metatool

use is because of New Caledonian crows having a natural

tendency to ‘. . .attempt to retrieve attractive objects that

are out of their reach. . .’ (Clayton 2007). However, an

alternative explanation is that the crow transferred a
Proc. R. Soc. B
causal rule during initial metatool use but when the

food was later removed the crow was unable to inhibit

metatool behaviour owing to it having been associated

with food in the past. Therefore, continued metatool

use in the absence of food cannot be used to make con-

clusions about the cognition initiating this behaviour.

Here, we directly tested whether conditional reinforce-

ment can provide a complete explanation for metatool

use. A key feature of conditional reinforcement is that it

is bidirectional: objects that have been positively rewarded

are expected to be attractive to an animal, and objects that

have been associated with negative consequences are

expected to be avoided. Therefore, we added an

additional step to the previous metatool problem we pre-

sented to New Caledonian crows (Taylor et al. 2007).

Instead of placing the short stick in front of the toolbox

containing a tool of sufficient length to extract food, we

hung it from a string 1 m from the toolbox (figure 1).

We expected this object to become a conditional punisher

because in training the crows were unable to extract food

from the hole with it. The short tool therefore would only

have been associated with ineffective tool use and so

should be an unattractive object. The crow’s motivation

to obtain the short stick could only be increased if it

knew that the short stick could be used to get the long

tool, and so the food. A conditional reinforcement

account, therefore, predicts that a crow with no experi-

ence of metatool use should fail the problem. This is

because the crow has never been rewarded for using the

short tool to access the long tool, meaning there would

be no reinforcement history to outweigh the crow’s

experience of the short tool as a conditional punisher.

The punishing power of the short tool could only be

negated after the solution of the problem, and until that

occurred the crow should treat the short tool as an

unattractive object. However, if crows initially carried

out metatool use through the transfer of a causal rule,

then they should be highly motivated to obtain the

short stick and use it as a metatool because they know

that it can be used to access the out-of-reach long tool.

We presented this problem to two groups of crows. The

‘innovation’ group had only used string and tools to

access food, and so needed to use both string pulling

and tool use in novel contexts. The ‘component’ group

had previously used string and tools independently to

obtain other tools, and so simply needed to link six

behaviours (1, pulling up the string; 2, removing the

short tool; 3, transporting it to the toolbox; 4, extracting

the long tool; 5, transporting the long tool to the hole;

6, extracting the meat) to solve the problem. This group

was tested first to confirm that New Caledonian crows

could link six behaviours together, which would allow

us to rule out problems with linking as an explanation

for any failure by the innovation group crows.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We carried out the experiment with seven wild crows cap-

tured on the island of Maré, New Caledonia. Six of the

crows (Djinn, Sam, Korben, Caspar, Lazlo, Chocho) were

adults more than 2 years old and one (Maya) was a sub-

adult less than 2 years old. On the basis of sexual size

dimorphism (Kenward et al. 2004), Maya, Djinn and Sam

were females. The crows were housed in a five-cage outdoor

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Figure 1. The three-stage metatool problem: crows had to pull up the string, remove the short tool, take it to the toolbox,
extract the long stick, take the long stick to the hole and extract the meat.
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aviary close to the location of capture; the cages varied in size

but were all at least 8 m2 in area and 3 m high. All crows were

released at their site of capture after testing. On arrival into

the aviary, all crows were tested for their tool preferences

by presenting them with a 12 cm long stick tool and a

12 cm long pandanus tool, both of which could be used to

extract food from a 7 cm deep hole in a log. After this exper-

iment they started the metatool training.

The component group (Lazlo, Chocho and Korben) were

given 10 familiarization trials in six tasks before testing

began; each task was presented independently of the

others. The six tasks were: (1) extracting meat from a

15 cm deep horizontal hole with an 18 cm long stick that

we provided, (2) withdrawing an 18 cm long stick from the

barred toolbox and extracting the meat from the hole (one

end of the stick extended out between the bars making it

easy for crows to see and extract the tool with their bills),

(3) using a non-functional 5 cm long stick to try and extract

the meat from the 15 cm deep hole, (4) pulling up a 40 cm

long length of string with the meat tied to the end of it,

(5) using the short tool to extract the long tool from the tool-

box (metatool use), and (6) pulling up a 40 cm long string

with the 18 cm long stick tied to its end and taking it to

the hole to extract the meat. The familiarization trials were

carried out in blocks of five, in the following task sequence:

(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) (6), (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6).

The blocks of 10 familiarization trials given to the innovation

group (Sam, Caspar, Maya, Djinn) omitted tasks (5) and (6);

their task sequence was therefore: (1), (2), (3), (4), (1), (2),

(3) and (4).

The experimental trials were 10 min long. Crows were

given two blocks of five trials. To ensure that the birds were

exposed to the problem for standardized blocks of time, the

position of the short stick was reset if a bird moved and

then discarded it before the 10 min trial period ended. Test-

ing continued until a crow had solved the task in at least 80

per cent of trials across two consecutive five-trial blocks.
3. RESULTS
(a) Training

The behaviour of the innovation group during the training

with the short stick was the same for each of the four
Proc. R. Soc. B
birds. The crows first probed into the long hole with the

short stick but could not get the food (mean of 5.25

trials: range 2–7, n ¼ 4; time spent probing during any

one probing event: mean of 3.9 s, range 1–7 s, n ¼ 4).

They then stopped probing into the long hole and instead

approached the apparatus, picked up the short tool and

then discarded it (mean of two trials: range 1–3, n ¼ 4).

Finally the crows approached the long hole, inspected

the apparatus but did not pick up the short tool (mean

of 2.75 trials: range 1–6, n ¼ 4).

(b) Three-step solutions

All three crows in the component group solved the three-

stage problem on the first trial without error (figure 2).

That is, they inspected the apparatus then pulled up the

string, removed the short tool and flew to the toolbox

with it, extracted the long tool with the short one, then

finally took the long tool to the hole and extracted the

meat. These crows inspected the apparatus for a short

time on the first trial before solving the problem (mean

time+ s.e.m.: 29.6 s+4.4).

Two crows (Sam and Caspar) in the innovation group

also solved the problem on the first trial (figure 2). Sam

did so spontaneously without error after inspecting the

apparatus for 110 s (her first trial performance is shown

in the electronic supplementary material, movie S1).

Caspar inspected the apparatus for 43 s, then pulled up

and dropped the string. He then inspected the apparatus

again for 40 s before solving the problem. After he

obtained the short tool he inspected the hole, but did

not use the tool in the hole. He then took the short tool

to the toolbox, extracted the long tool and got the meat

out of the hole. Maya solved the problem on her third

trial and Djinn on the fourth trial. Maya pulled up and

then dropped the string in her first three trials. In the

first two trials, she pulled the short tool off the string

and then dropped it. In her third trial, after first pulling

up then dropping the string, she pulled up the string,

took the short stick and used it in the hole, then took it

to the toolbox and successfully solved the problem.

Djinn pulled up and dropped the string in her first

three, unsuccessful trials. She also pulled the short tool

off the string and discarded it in the second and third

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Korben (C)

Chocho (C)

Lazlo (C)

Djinn (I)

Maya (I)

Caspar (I)

Sam (I)

crow 1 2 3 4 5

trial

6 7 8 9 10

Figure 2. Trial-by-trial description of the experiment: innovation group (I) and component group (C). Colour bar: dark green,
solves problem; light green, interacts with string, then solves problem; orange, takes short tool off string, probes hole, then

solves problem; dark blue, interacts with string, takes short tool off string, drops; light blue, interacts with string, leaves.
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trials. In the successful fourth trial Djinn solved the

problem without error.
4. DISCUSSION
The success of the component group showed that New

Caledonian crows can spontaneously link up to six

learned behaviours into a novel behavioural pattern.

Sam’s performance showed that New Caledonian crows

can also do this while using two behaviours in novel con-

texts. Her error-free performance was identical to that of

the three crows in the component group. However, the

performances of the other three crows in the innovation

group were not spontaneous. Caspar solved the problem

in the first trial, but only after first pulling and then drop-

ping the string. The other two crows from the innovation

group made several errors and took up to four trials to

solve the problem.

The consistent pattern of behaviour during training

sessions with the short stick shows that this object

became a conditional punisher for the crows. Over the

10 training trials, the crows first stopped probing with

the short tool then eventually stopped interacting with it

in any way, despite the food being in close proximity

and inaccessible. As the short tool had become an unat-

tractive object for the crows, the conditional

reinforcement hypothesis predicts that any behaviour

directed towards it during initial problem-solving would

extinguish very quickly. For the three crows other than

Sam in the innovation group, this appeared to be the

case because they dropped the string and/or short stick

several times before solving the problem. However, all

these crows subsequently retrieved and used the short

stick as a metatool. The conditioned ability of the short

stick to punish behaviour must therefore have dissipated,

but what mechanism or new experience could have led to

this? For the innovation group, the short stick was never

paired with a conditioned reinforcer (the long stick),

let alone with primary reinforcement until the successful

solution of the complete problem (i.e. extracting the

meat with the long tool). In other words, any new experi-

ence that could have lead to the short stick losing its

punishing qualities could only have occurred after the
Proc. R. Soc. B
crows had used the short stick, the very behaviour

which should have been punished. In fact, the experience

of the crows that initially pulled on the string before stop-

ping and/or retrieved and then discarded the short stick

should have increased, not decreased, the conditioned

punishing power of the short stick. This is because any

interaction with the short stick continued to be followed

by negative consequences, rather than positive reinforce-

ment. Therefore, conditional reinforcement seems an

unlikely explanation for how the crows in the innovation

group solved the metatool task.

Can the results be explained by other simple cognitive

mechanisms? Epstein et al. (1984) suggested that the link-

ing of learned behaviour into a novel sequence was owing

to the competition between behavioural repertories, auto-

matic chaining and functional generalization. While such

processes may explain the performance of the component

group, they cannot explain the innovation group’s

performance. Epstein’s work showed that the crucial

requirement for successful linking is the training on

each specific component of the behavioural sequence.

The crows in the innovation group had no experience of

metatool use or of pulling up a tool tied to the string.

Resurgence has also been proposed as a potential can-

didate for the generation of behavioural innovation

(Shettleworth 2009). When behaviour is extinguished

before or while a second one is reinforced, it can reappear

when the second behaviour is subsequently extinguished.

Such an account would predict that when the crows could

no longer obtain the long tool in the toolbox, the extin-

guished behaviour of probing the hole with the short

tool should return. In our previous experiment (Taylor

et al. 2007), six out of seven crows attempted to probe

the toolbox containing the tool on their first attempt

rather than the hole. In the current experiment, three

out of four crows in the innovation group first probed

the tool box rather than the hole. Resurgence cannot

explain why the crows generated metatool use instead of

the previously extinguished behaviour of probing the

hole with the short stick.

A final possibility is that the crows’ performance was

based on a propensity to both pull up the string irrespec-

tive of the object at the end and to probe into dark places

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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with tools. However, a recent string-pulling study con-

ducted with New Caledonian crows (Taylor et al. 2010)

showed that they rarely pulled up the string with a non-

food item at the end when given the choice between

string with meat on it and string with a rock. All 12

crows in the study significantly preferred to select the

string with the meat attached rather than the string with

the rock (in 90.8% of 240 trials). Eleven of the 12

crows chose the string with the meat rather than the

one with the rock on their first trial. Therefore, string-

pulling by New Caledonian crows is goal-directed

because these crows do not pull up string irrespective of

the object at its end. Early in their tool development

New Caledonian crows probe with sticks into holes and

on continuous surfaces where there is no food (Kenward

et al. 2006). However, such behaviour does not explain

why they would perform the metatool use. Kenward

et al.’s (2006) study also showed that this behaviour disap-

pears during tool development as the juvenile crows learn

how to use their tools to obtain food. That is, crows

appear to learn when and where to probe based on the

reinforcement history of tool use. In our previous study

(Taylor et al. 2007), crows were given the choice of a tool-

box containing a tool and one containing a rock. If crows

were simply following a disposition to probe into dark

places, then they should have randomly chosen between

the two tool boxes. However, all the crows in the study

initially probed the toolbox with a long tool inside it.

Unrewarded probing during metatool use is, therefore,

directed only towards an appropriate goal, the long tool,

unlike the early tool use of juveniles.

The results here show that the term ‘spontaneous’

should be more clearly defined in behavioural studies as

it implies two properties: immediacy and lack of explicit

training. These properties are not necessarily related.

Sam’s behaviour in the experiment was both immediate

and untrained. The behaviour of the other crows in the

innovation group (Caspar, Maya and Djinn) was not

immediate (although it was strikingly rapid), but it was

untrained. String-pulling by these crows during their

first test trials was not reinforced, because it only resulted

in obtaining the previously ineffective short stick, a con-

ditioned punisher. However, the behaviour persisted

and these three crows retrieved the short stick after only

a small number of trials and used it to obtain the long

stick, which they had never been trained to do.

This is not to say that operant conditioning plays no

part in the solution of problems of this type, or in the

innovation of behaviour. Clearly, behaviours that are fol-

lowed by reinforcement—successful problem solution in

this case—are more likely to be repeated than behaviours

that are not, and reaching an intermediate stage in pro-

blem solution is likely to reinforce earlier steps. Also, it

is well established that variability in behaviour—for

example, innovation—is itself a conditionable property

of behaviour. Morris (1987) and Page & Neuringer

(1985) have shown that pigeons can learn to emit

sequences of behaviour that they have never previously

performed if reinforcement is contingent on such inno-

vation. Finally, there is evidence for both conditional

reinforcement and resurgence in the data presented

here. Three innovation group crows pulled up the short

stick and then discarded it, suggesting that they initially

treated the short stick as a conditional punisher. However,
Proc. R. Soc. B
conditional reinforcement does not explain the spon-

taneous, error-free solution by the fourth crow, or the

eventual solutions by the other three crows. One of the

four crows first took the short stick and probed in

the hole with it, which is suggestive of resurgence.

However, resurgence does not explain why three

innovation group crows initially performed metatool

use, or why this one crow subsequently did so. Therefore,

the results show that a simple associative account alone is

not sufficient to explain the successful behaviour of the

innovation group crows.

Previously we suggested that New Caledonian crows

use the transfer of a causal rule (out-of-reach objects

can be accessed using a tool) to solve a metatool problem

(Taylor et al. 2007). However, Wimpenny et al. (2009)

claimed that metatool use does not require the transfer

of such a rule because New Caledonian crows that had

not previously retrieved tools from tubes with their bills

failed a metatool problem. Furthermore, the crows also

struggled to match the tool length to the task require-

ments. However, the inexperienced crows may have

failed for several reasons: a lack of habituation to the

apparatus, a lack of attention to the tool-tubes because

of their previous irrelevancy, or individual variation in

New Caledonian crows’ cognitive abilities. Taylor et al.

(2007) found that 43 per cent of crows solved the meta-

tool problem on their first trial after all birds received

the same training. In Wimpenny et al. (2009), 57 per

cent of the crows solved the problem on the first trial,

despite differences in training. Thus, it is possible

that the failure of the inexperienced crows in Wimpenny

et al.’s study may be owing to individual differences

in cognitive ability rather than previous training

experience.

The failure of the crows in Wimpenny et al. (2009) to

match tool length to the task requirements may also be

owing to reasons other than a lack of causal knowledge,

such as inhibition, use of tools for depth gauging or con-

ditional reinforcement. That is, the crows may not have

been able to inhibit probing when close to the food,

they may have used such probing to estimate distance

and they may have been affected by the previous

reinforcement history of a tool. Matching ‘perceptual dis-

tance to food’ and ‘tool length’ may well require different

cognitive abilities to those required to form an abstract

rule based on the functionality of tools in general.

There is no theoretical reason why we would expect an

animal that understands that tools can be used in a gen-

eral way to obtain out-of-reach objects, to also be able

to perfectly assess which tool it needs for a particular

job. Indeed, not even humans match tool length to the

distance to a reward, which suggests that it is unrealistic

to expect New Caledonian crows to show such behaviour

(Silva & Silva 2010).

Recent work has suggested that New Caledonian

crows possess causal reasoning based on an understand-

ing of object–object interactions (Taylor et al. 2009a,b).

Three New Caledonian crows learned to solve a trap-

tube problem where meat had to be extracted from a

horizontal tube while avoiding a trap (Taylor et al.

2009a). The crows’ performance with different configur-

ations of the trap-tube apparatus suggested that they had

used the position of the food relative to the hole to solve

the problem. Sensitivity to this relation was conditional

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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on the hole being in a functional position on the lower

surface of the tube (Taylor et al. 2009b). After learning

to solve the trap-tube the crows then spontaneously

solved a perceptually distinct trap-table problem. These

results show that after around 100 trials with the initial

trap-tube apparatus, the crows had learned an abstract,

causal rule: ‘avoid pulling meat behind a hole, if the

hole is in a functional position’, which they then trans-

ferred to novel apparatus. The transfer of a causal rule

could have also produced the metatool performances

seen in our current study. That is, crows could have

learned from prior experience of normal tool use that

out-of-reach objects can be accessed using a tool. This

rule was then transferred to the novel metatool problem

and so increased the motivation of the crows to obtain

the short stick. Thus the crows were able to stop treating

the short stick as a conditional punisher. Such an expla-

nation is plausible, given that the results here allow us

to reject the null hypothesis that metatool use is produced

by simple learning mechanisms. Further work on abstract

rule learning in corvids is required to strengthen support

for this hypothesis.

The crows’ performance here shows that behavioural

innovation, particularly the use of behaviours in novel

contexts, can be underpinned by cognitive mechanisms

that are more complex than, but supplement, simple

learning mechanisms. This raises the intriguing possibility

that the high rates of innovation seen in other corvids,

parrots and apes may also reflect the presence of complex

cognitive abilities that supplement associative learning

mechanisms.
Our work was carried out under University of Auckland
Animal Ethics Committee approval R602.
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